
1 | LOVE YOUR MIX
Make sure you love your mix. Listen to your mix on a
variety of different platforms, in different environments,
and at different volumes. The happier you are with your
mix, the happier you will be with your master. If it sounds
good, it is good!  
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2 | THE MASTER FADER
Remove any limiters or other plugins on the master fader that
are inserted just for the sake of loudness. Without proper
headroom, very little can be done without doing more harm
than good. 

Regarding other plugins on the master fader, if you don’t 100%
love what it is doing, take it off.

3 | LEVEL CHECK 
Print the mix with peak levels well under the top and no OVERS! Contrary to what you
might read on the internet, there is no silver bullet when it comes to headroom but I like
to aim for around 18dBFS, peaking at 10dBFS. This is primarily for those mixing “in the
box”. Check each plugin, reset the clip indicator and check the mix. If there's a clip, then
redo the mix to avoid internal clipping, which can cause pops and snape that nobody
seems to notice until it gets to mastering. 

4 | BOUNCE/RENDER YOUR MIX 
Bounce/render your mix at the same sample rate and bit depth as the session. Let the
mastering engineer take care of any sample rate conversion. There really is no best
sample rate to record but it is widely acknowledged not to change the sample rate when
you bounce or render your final mix files mastering.

5 | NOISES AND ANOMALIES
Listen carefully to the beginning and end of each song for anomalies and stray noises,
ensure that you remove anything that you don't want. I recommend using a quality pair
of headphones, and closing your eyes!



6 | VOCAL TRACKS
Listen to the vocal tracks in solo mode to check for any
clicks, ticks, thumps, headphone bleed, and other
sounds that might be masked by the rest of the track
but not intended to be in the mix. Vocals seem to be the
source of most unwanted noises in a track in my
experience. 

7 | INSTRUMENTALS
If you think there is any chance that instrumental versions of the
songs will be needed, make them right away. It’s not hard to
master instrumental mixes at the same time the main mixes are
mastered. Going back to do instrumental masters at a later time
can be more time-consuming and costly. 

8 | NOISE PROFILE
Leave a few seconds before or after the song to include any potentially
problematic noise (hiss/buzz/hum/room tone). Having a noise profile/fingerprint
allows the mastering engineer to do some transparent noise reduction if needed.
Having some noise to sample from is essential.

9 | BLANK SOUND
Leave blank sound at the head of the file, in other words, start the first music at
least one second into the file, not at zero time (this is to prevent glitches that
often occur at the file start. 

10 | EDITS AND CROSSFADES
On a similar note, make sure your bounce/render timeline selection doesn’t cut off
anything at the start or end of the file. This happens quite often for whatever reason. It
never hurts to leave more space on both ends to be safe.
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12 | LISTEN TO YOUR MIX!!
LISTEN TO THE ACTUAL BOUNCED/RENDERED MIX FILE TO MAKE SURE A PLUGIN OR
DAW GLITCH DID NOT OCCUR BEFORE SENDING TO MASTERING.

It happens way too often: I’ll send a master back to a client, only for them to find out that a
plugin in their mix session had an error that wasn’t happening on playback but managed
to occur during rendering/bouncing and they didn’t double-check it. Had they listened to
the actual file, it would have been an easy fix. Catching it after the mastering has been
started can be a headache, especially if the mastering engineer is using analog gear as
many do.
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13 | WHAT'S NEXT?
If you would like to discuss a project, request a quote, or just chat as a friend email me via
marc@synthmusicmastering.com and www.synthmusicmastering.com. 

11 | NAMING
CONVENTIONS
Give the bounced/rendered files a name that is easy to
comprehend. I always avoid using the word FINAL. File
names should not include hyphens (-), use an underline
instead. Do not use the / or \ character. 

Mastering engineers love receiving files that include the
intended track number in their name, it makes it much
easier to assemble them in the album order. For example
01_I_Need_Somebody, 02_I_Got_Rhythm,
03_She's_So_Fine.   

Avoid extra periods (dots) in Apple OS file names on Mac
discs because they might be transferred to a Windows OS
and be confused with extensions: use one and only one dot
in front of the 3-letter extension.

https://www.marcmatthewsproducer.com/

